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Stopping the Spread of Poor Quality
By SUZANNE DEFFREE, EBN

“In a business that
moves at the speed
of light, it’s easy to
accept hearsay or
random tidbits of information as fact and
move on. Those who
take time to explore
the pros and cons of
topics…are those
who experience
long-term success.”
— Suzanne Deffree
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There are three things that seem to spread faster
than everything else in this world: gossip, the flu (especially this time of the year), and counterfeits.
The easiest way to stop gossip is to not pass it
along. And we all know that basic good health practices go a long way toward thwarting the flu. When
it comes to counterfeit components, however, there
are no easy answers.
As EBN’s Hailey Lynne McKeefry explains in this
issue’s cover story, a single counterfeit or low-quality
part can erode the quality and safety of the whole end
product–not to mention a company’s reputation. And
counterfeiters, like all criminals, are skilled. They get
better and better by the year at disguising their fake
products, which makes fighting to keep fake components out of the supply chain increasingly difficult.

e d i t o r ’s n o t e
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We as a supply chain aren’t just sitting back and letting the bad guys win, though. New practices for spotting and preventing fraud are offering some relief as we
continue to chase down counterfeits. Be sure to read
the cover story for information on how to safeguard your
supply chain from counterfeiters.
Counterfeit detection and prevention isn’t the only
area in the supply chain ripe for refreshing. Logistics,
too, sees its fair share of review. Not without influence
from rising and fluctuating oil prices and environmental concerns, super freighters are steaming across the
oceans at significantly slower speeds than before.
The movement, called “slow steaming,” conserves
fuel but extends lead times. Meanwhile, some of these
super freighters can carry 20,000 20-foot containers,
allowing companies that are able to consolidate shipments into larger lots efficiencies from single versus
multiple crossings. Read this month’s Delivery section
story to see how savvy companies such as HewlettPackard are balancing the business-side pros and cons
of such logistical changes.
Forecast accuracy plays heavily in any proper logistics model and is often the first target area when com-
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panies look to reduce inventory and improve supply
chain cost performance. Because forecasts drive procurement decisions, budgeting, production schedules,
and delivery time lines, even a slight improvement in
forecast accuracy could enable better planning and
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cost savings throughout the supply chain.
As experts from DRK Research explain in this issue’s Risk section, many companies spend a great
deal of effort trying to proactively manage risk. In this
area, attitude is everything. Organizations that see risk
management as a valuable tool are likely to be successful, while those who relegate it to being simply a
cost are not. These researchers have outlined the key
factors associated with successful risk management
for Velocity readers.
I suppose when all is considered there’s a fourth
thing that seems to spread faster than everything
else in this world: poor-quality, misguided information. In a business that moves at the speed of light,
it’s easy to accept hearsay or random tidbits of information as fact and move on. Those who take time to
explore the pros and cons of topics, who look at all
sides of a situation, to know counterfeits from real
deals are those who experience long-term success.
And gaining knowledge from true experts, like the
many featured in Velocity, is of significant importance
in doing that.
Read through this issue of Velocity for insights
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including those mentioned above, as well as an understanding of the hidden drivers of inventory, building
a business case for innovation, and staying on top of
compliance rules and regulations.p
Suzanne Deffree
Contact Suzanne Deffree, Editor, EBN,
at suzanne.deffree@ubm.com
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q&a

Q&A

Building a Business Case for Innovation
By HAILEY LYNNE MCKEEFRY, EBN

‘‘If you get the right
folks in the ideavetting process,
the possibility of
success goes up
exponentially”
– Greg Frazier,
Senior Vice
President,
Business
Development and
Innovation
Avnet Inc.
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Greg Frazier, senior vice president of business
development and innovation at Avnet Inc.,
has been in the supply chain trenches across
the Avnet organization since 1977. For the
past six years, however, his focus has been
on identifying and cultivating opportunities
for greater process innovation within Avnet’s
global business.
Since then, Frazier has made a full time job
of listening carefully to the ideas of the company’s more than 15,000 employees, as well
as countless customers and partners. From
that trove of thoughts, a carefully chosen
team sifts through for the true gems and puts
them to service in building a more responsive,
efficient, and, yes, it must be said, innovative
organization.

Innovation can be a wonderful thing, moving
ideas and technologies along to bigger and
better things. But innovation can be very
costly and its process is never guaranteed.
In making a business case for innovation,
what key factors should be considered before making time and resource investments
that may or may not pay off?
If you take innovation as a process, the most
important thing is being able to mine the
ideas of your chosen audience. You have
people who are smart in that part of the
business or in that part of the world and they
have great insights. Then you have to look at
it and to consider all the factors that go along
with it. How long will it take? What is the
potential for profitability and revenue? It’s a
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long process. You have to line up all of the factors (necessary resources, timeframe, money, needed competencies, existing competencies) and weigh each of them
appropriately.
If you get the right folks in the idea vetting process,
the possibility of success goes up exponentially. At
Avnet, we invited people from all over the organization,
including people in the supply chain and in sales. None
of these people worked on this full time. We borrowed
their time in helping us rationalize the ideas. Everyone
I asked did so willingly and said it was a great part of
their job. People like being part of new and fun things so
recruiting people into the process is no problem at all.
How does a company create an environment that
encourages its employees to contribute new ideas
and how does that company then empower its
employees to follow through on those ideas for an
innovate outcome, while still keeping its eye on
cost/ROI?
The first thing that I did was to open an email address
inside of Avnet and got a button put on the web site
that simply said “Got an innovative idea?” When some-
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one pushed the button, they saw a video with message
from Rick Hamada, our CEO, and me thanking them for
being willing to share their idea. I started to get ideas
from both inside and outside the company. For innovation to be successful in any company, it can’t be some-
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thing that hangs outside the core. It has to be something that is part of people’s jobs. One of the things you
have to do is get innovation integrated into your culture.
We hear people say “we want to change our culture,”
but we’ve worked for the last 50 years to establish our
culture and we don’t want to change that. Instead, we
want to add innovation to that existing culture and get
it to be part of everyone who works for the company.
That’s how you win the war. Keep innovation as continuous improvement. When you hire, check for flexibility and innovation. And you celebrate the success of
people who come forward and have ideas that make it
through to fruition.
What processes do you recommend to evaluate
and act on creative ideas?
I can only speak about how we work it. One of the luxuries we have is that we had someone like me that had
30 years at the company. You need someone to field
the ideas. We had a guaranteed response of three days
in terms of how quickly we would acknowledge that we
had received their ideas.
The number of comments I got back from people
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who submitted ideas was amazing. The number one
comment was “I can’t believe you answered me.” That
floored me. Why wouldn’t you acknowledge their ideas?
Often, it was as simple of replying to them with the
name of the person who was working with their idea,
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along with a time frame if at all possible.
We are asking people for their ideas. My goal was that
everyone who participated would end up having a higher
opinion of Avnet than they did before, whether or not
we did anything with idea. You want to make it a positive experience for them, based on the amount of time
you take, and the amount of responsiveness you demonstrate. I didn’t want this to be a virtual black hole for
anyone. You have to treat people sending ideas with a
tremendous amount of respect since they aren’t getting
any reward for it. They want to do something good for the
company and I’m giving them a vehicle for doing that.
CIO once stood for chief information officer. More
and more, this C-level term refers to chief innovation
officer within the electronics space. What’s your take
on such a position?
I don’t think that it is a position that is right for every
company. An organization has to have some critical
mass or high levels of intellectual property before it
makes sense. Avnet does not have a chief innovation
officer position, but I sat in a council for chief innovation officers and some of them are completely integral
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to their company’s success.
It’s different for distributors. There’s a lot more process innovation in distribution than there is business
model innovation. There are a lot more opportunities for
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developing new products in other companies. There is
less to come away with in distribution because people
you hire in distribution are hired to perform a specific
task. While everyone is innovative, performing a task
doesn’t give them great access to the total business
and therefore, in many cases, limits ideas about how to
move the business forward.
Where do customers and partners fit into the
innovation process? How is their inclusion part of
making a business case for innovation?
Through this process we didn’t have a lot of inclusion
with customers and partners on the front end, unless a
customer wrote in and wanted something. However, any
innovation effort we pursue always keeps the customer
in mind. It stands to reason that you never want to create a business or service without having a customer
ready to be a part of it. During the vetting process, once
we thought an idea was worth pursuing, we would consult with suppliers and customers to make sure they
agreed. We always have to keep in mind that we aren’t
selling to ourselves. Customers are partners and are
integral prior to taking something to market.
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Any additional thoughts on innovation?
To me, the key point is that the real long-term success
potential of any innovation program is connected with
getting it integrated into culture. That takes time and
institutional training.
Greg Frazier can be contacted at avnet.velocity@avnet.
com
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Building a

Defense

Confound
Counterfeiters
to

By HAILEY LYNNE MCKEEFRY, EBN

O

rganizations live and die by
brand reputation. A single counterfeit or
low-quality part can erode the quality
of the whole end product. Criminals follow
the cash. This handful of truths sums up
the state of the electronics industry and counterfeiting.
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Counting the Cost

“Companies in
aerospace and
defense have
stepped up to the
plate and put
processes in place.
As a whole, they are
much more aware
than in the past
and are doing a far
better job of catching
counterfeits,”
– Mark Snider,
Founder and
President, ERAI
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Although firm figures are hard to
come by, it is generally agreed that
counterfeiting in the electronics industry is a growing problem. Based
on estimates culled from ERAI Inc.,
between January 2007 and April
2012, more than 12 million parts
were involved in 1,363 incidents
of counterfeiting reported to ERAI,
which monitors, investigates, and
reports issues affecting the global
semiconductor supply chain, said
Rory King, director, supply chain
product marketing at IHS Inc., in a
written statement.
“Most people would agree that
in the ‘90s we saw counterfeiting,
but it was less sophisticated and
of poorer quality,” said Tom Grace,
brand protection manager for the
Americas Electrical Sector at power
management vendor Eaton Corp.
“Now, better manufacturing techniques by counterfeiters and better
efforts in creating those parts [have]

made it more difficult to identify
counterfeit products in the market
and supply and distribution chains.
I like to think that most counterfeits
are traded unknowingly.”
Today, understandably, aerospace
and defense organizations have the
highest level of awareness of the

problem of counterfeiting. “Companies in aerospace and defense
have stepped up to the plate and
put processes in place. As a whole,
they are much more aware than in
the past and are doing a far better
job of catching counterfeits,” said
Mark Snider, founder and presi-
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dent of ERAI. “We are finding fewer and
fewer components making it into the
defense contractor’s supply chain.”
Increasingly, though, commercial and
consumer electronics OEMs are also
looking at ways to identify counterfeit
parts and keep them out of the
electronics supply chain. “The medical
and nuclear sectors are late adopters
of anticounterfeiting processes,” said
Snider. “The commercial side is a
different animal because the life cycle
of products is so short and so much
of it is so inexpensive. Their level of
concern isn’t as great as some where
there is life-critical equipment.”

Depending on Trust
OEMs need to partner with trusted organizations when buying products. “Our first
and foremost statement to the market
is that you need to buy all products from
the authorized channel of the component
manufacturer,” said David Moore, sales
manager, Defense/Aerospace, for Avnet
Electronics Marketing. “We have a trail
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Variations on a Theme

C

ounterfeit parts come in a variety of types, ranging from fake components
that are made to pass as legitimate to real parts that are salvaged from
discarded electronics devices and passed off as new. Nonfunctional counterfeits,
for example, may look like a specific device but have an illegitimate die internally
and a package that has been remarked to make it look legitimate. In addition,
some counterfeiters sell functional devices, which are more likely to pass early
visual and basic inspection methods.
Finally, refurbished devices are sometimes passed off as new. These parts
have often been subjected to heat, chemicals, and other potentially harmful
substances during the removal process, making them a hazard within a product.
Counterfeiters are improving remarking processes with newer and more effective
techniques. For example, in the past, it was common to simply “black top” a
part and remark it. Now, however, new methods have been developed by counterfeiters to completely remove ink marking, using chemicals, sandblasting, or
laser oblation. Typically no remnant or shadow of the original marking remains,
so the new markings look completely normal.

Avnet Supply Chain Velocity

“We suggest devices
and device families
that we believe can
help them with
counterfeiting and
reverse engineering to
protect their product.”
- Doug Adams,
Senior Vice President,
Global Programming
Operations,
Avnet Logistics.
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of authenticity from the shelf and we
provide that to the customer.”
Further, authorized distributors
create and maintain a clear process
for handling and verifying returned
products, Moore said. At Avnet, for
example, low-cost and defective
product returns are scrapped. Higher-cost product returns are inspected to ensure that the same product
that was sent out was returned.
“The final thread is that we systematically sequester those products
in a way that ensures that we never
pull or ship it to a defense, aerospace, or aviation customer.”
Distributors can also help organizations build anticounterfeiting
technologies into the devices that
they buy and use. “We suggest
devices and device families that we
believe can help them with counterfeiting and reverse engineering to protect their product,” said
Doug Adams, senior vice president,
Global Programming Operations, at

cover story
Avnet Electronics Marketing.
For example, Avnet offers Renesas
Electronics’ smart card IC technology. Renesas’ Board ID solution
authenticates Board ID devices in
machine-to-machine applications.
The anticloning capabilities of Board
ID ensure that only genuine or certified components can be used in the
system, while IP protection safeguards the IP on the circuit board.
Avnet’s programming center has
been certified to meet the stringent
programming and security requirements for Board ID.

purchasing electronic components
are leveraging an array of methods
to foil counterfeiting efforts.
“I’ve seen uses for virtually all of
the anticounterfeiting methods, and
certainly it’s common to use a layered
approach,” said Eaton’s Grace. “By
layering a combination of methods,
you can look at the product, the packaging, and other labeling and come
up with a more robust solution.”
The list of solutions that are often used is extensive and includes
supply risk solutions and X-ray and
tracer equipment to perform input
and output testing, said Debra EggeMultipronged Strategy
man, executive director of the IndeSince counterfeit components are a pendent Distributors of Electronics
persistent and unavoidable reality
Association (IDEA).
in the supply chain, organizations
Choosing the right solutions to
in every sector need to consider a
help mitigate the risk of counterfeitmultipronged strategy that works to- ing can be a complex proposition.
ward mitigating the risk, rather than Dr. Diganta Das, a researcher at
seeking to completely eradicate
the Center for Advanced Life Cycle
the problem. Throughout the supply Engineering (CALCE), offered a list
chain, those making, handling, or
of must-have attributes of such a
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solution, culled from conversations with
prime contractors. For wide adoption, Das
said, anticounterfeiting technology must:
• Be secure and covert
• Be easily and quickly verifiable
by the end user and in the field
(if possible)
• Be low cost (less than 5%
of product cost)
• Be compatible with manufacturing
process (for example, cleaning,
SMT reflow, etc.)
• Survive for life of the product,
and possibly longer
• Be able to survive end item
and product qualification testing
• Be secure from reverse engineering
or cloning
• Not compromise end item reliability
• Include antitampering features for
the higher assembly (if possible)
Further, the breadth of the supply chain,
from component to end consumer, provides
many entry points for counterfeiters. OEMs,
then, need to safeguard both purchased
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components and manufactured products.

government programs for Applied DNA.
“Our contract with these customers is
Biotech Approach
that they have to have full original compoOne approach to safeguarding products
nent manufacturer traceability or invoke a
from counterfeiters is the use of DNA
testing protocol that follows the AS6081
marking, which has been both touted and
protocol from SAE International before
criticized by the industry. At the center of
marking parts,” she added.
the controversy is Applied DNA Sciences, a
Since August 2012, the Defense Logiscompany that provides a solution that uses tics Agency (DLA)—the agency respondouble-stranded plant DNA that is introsible for procuring military equipment for
duced into specialized inks and then used the U.S. government—has required that
to mark parts. The marks allow those buy- all chips it purchases be marked with
ing and handling parts to maintain identity this botanical DNA from Applied DNA Sciand track movement of legitimate goods
ences. By all accounts, prior to making
throughout the supply chain.
a decision, the DLA did invite industry
As of December 2013, the company
input and considered a variety of options.
had signed 27 companies as authorized
“It started out as a broad inquiry about
users of its SigNature DNA marking, inmethods of marking and identifying parts
cluding six Qualified Manufacturer List
that are quick and low cost,” said Richard
(QML) original component manufacturers
McDermott, chief executive officer of Sig(OCMs), three authorized distributors, two naKey, the manufacturer of a competing
prime defense contractors, one OEM/CM, technology that was in the running with
and 15 Qualified Suppliers List of Distrib- the DLA. “It went on for months.”
utors (QSLD) and Qualified Testing SupVarious industry organizations and playpliers List (QTSL) distributors, said Janice ers have cried foul, calling this DLA policy
Meraglia, vice president of military and
shift tantamount to creating a monopoly
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for Applied DNA Sciences and its technology. Others point out that DNA allows
only the source of the product to be
tracked but doesn’t prove that the parts
are legitimate. “All that Applied DNA does
is provide provenance. It allows us to
put the blame on the source of the supply, and that’s not a bad thing,” said
ERAI’s Snider.
The traceability, too, cannot be verified immediately. “DNA takes a certain
amount of time to authenticate, a few
hours, which doesn’t always work well
for throughput and manufacturing,” said
Meraglia. OEMs and distributors each are
given a unique mark, which can be applied
to parts to identify them as verified using
a UV light. Original component manufacturers use a red authenticity mark (which
says something about the part), authorized
distributors use a green authorized mark,
and independent distributors use a yellow providence mark (which describes who
sells the part).
Further, some contend, this move by the
DLA has made it harder for members of
17
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the supply chain. “Many OCMs and authorized distributors have decided the DNA
marking program is ineffective, makes
little sense, and is too costly to implement,” said Dustin Todd, director, Government Affairs, at the Semiconductor Industry Association, in a blog.
Some leading distributors, such as
Avnet, concur. “In general, the OCM community has not publicly endorsed DNA

signatures for
a variety of reasons,” said Avnet’s
Moore. “Cost to implement, protocol to retain
supply chain purity, and a
desire to keep their proprietary
markings secret are common
reasons. Consequently, Avnet is
not pursuing a DNA signature process

Avnet Supply Chain Velocity
at this time.”
Further, DNA marking addresses only the
products coming into the supply chain currently. “Even if we got everyone to agree,
we’d still have a 20- to 30-year problem until all that inventory sitting out there in the
world gets sucked up,” said Snider. Only
time will tell if DNA marking will stay at the
forefront of anticounterfeiting efforts.

to ensure that counterfeiters will not be
able to copy it. The company sells a code
that will drive a laser that will etch ID information into components. According to
McDermott, the ID is virtually impossible
to remove using the remarking processes
currently in use by counterfeiters.
However, McDermott added, the laser
marking is only part of a comprehensive
process that should include five steps,
Track and Trace
especially when providence of the products
A number of other technologies are being
might be questioned:
used to ensure that components can be
1) Visual inspection and testing that inreadily traced as they move through the
cludes taking pictures and examining
supply chain. One vendor, SignaKey, offers
parts under a microscope. This process
a comprehensive process for ensuring that
weeds out 80 percent of counterfeit
only legitimate components make their way
parts.
into the supply chain. The company has
2) Mark the parts with a SignaKey that is
created a closed-loop process for marking,
highly encrypted and laser etched on
tracking, and authenticating products, said
the surface of the part. “For all of the
SignaKey’s McDermott.
chips we have a 3-D image produced
Each part is marked with a “SignaKey,”
by X-ray of what the chips look like,
which enables everyone involved with the
and we use that to guide the laser and
component to trace the part as it moves
make sure we don’t impinge on the
throughout the supply chain. The mark is
bonding wires on the die,” said Mcencrypted using AES 256-bit encryption
Dermott. “We don’t go deeper than 30
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percent of the distance of the bonded
wire of the chip.”
3) E
 lectrical testing to ensure that the
chip conforms to all manufacturers’
specifications. “We confirm that both
the input and output are to spec,” explained McDermott.
4) C
 reate a report of all information about
the chip, including the image, testing
reports, visual inspection, X-ray, and
electrical test results.
5) Package the chip in a sealed electrostatic discharge (ESD) package. The
packing can be scanned to create a
verifiable chain of custody. “You can go
through all the tests and verify it isn’t
counterfeit and then harm it in handling,”
said McDermott. “The tamper-evidence
seal shows it hasn’t been tampered with,
so you have a chain of custody.”
Laser etching promises a cost-effective
solution, costing only pennies, without
a huge up-front cost, added McDermott.
Further, it can be decoded in less than a
second and verified over the Internet in
real time.
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The Final Product
Once an OEM has bought all the components from authorized sources, the organization still needs to ensure that its end
product, whether it is a cell phone or a
printer cartridge, is immune to being copied and counterfeited itself. “Currently,
there is a big issue with counterfeiting
products,” said Tim Smith, senior director
of business development at Cryptography
Research Inc. (CRI), which develops a variety of technologies to safeguard products.
“Wherever there is a large gain to be had,
there is a large incentive for people to go
off and clone things.”
Depending on the type of product, a
large percentage of items on the market
are counterfeit. When customers buy
these products, thinking they are getting
the real product but getting a copy, it has
the potential to erode the brand of the
OEM and customer loyalty. It costs the
OEM sales after making substantial investments in research and development,
as well.
Today’s best practices around protect-
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ing products include the use of keys and
unique identifiers, which are embedded
in products during the manufacturing process. “What CRI has done is come up with
a proprietary way to do authentication, but
in addition to that we look at the needs of
the end application,” said Smith.
In the electronics industry, for example,
counterfeiters will try to reverse engineer
the product and its components. “They
take it apart, transistor by transistor, to
figure out how it works,” said Smith. By
attaching a unique device identifier in a
secured key, real products can be readily
distinguished from counterfeits.
In this space, planning is essential. “We
tell people to design security in from the
beginning and not as an afterthought,”
said Smith. “That can be expensive.”
Avnet works with its OEM customers to
integrate anticounterfeiting technologies
into products early in the design cycle.
“We program several devices that are in
themselves anticloning devices that have
RSA authentication and antireproduction
cryptosystems built into them,” said Nor-

man Rice, director of global programming
engineering, Avnet Electronics.
These technologies do add cost, but the
cost of having IP stolen is much higher.
“The additional cost is minimal when you
compare it to the cost of cloning of your
products and how that can destroy a business; it’s a small price to pay,” said Rice.
With the constantly advancing expertise
of counterfeiters, fake components and
end products will continue to plague the
electronics supply chain. However, a variety
of technologies are available now to help
mitigate the effects of counterfeiting—and
the industry is clearly advancing toward
having a better handle on the problem.p
Hailey Lynne McKeefry, Editor in Chief
of EBN, may be contacted at
Hailey.McKeefry@ubm.com.
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Big

delivery

Shipping Offers
Opportunities,
Challenges

By DOUGLAS ALEXANDER, EBN

B

ehind every product on every
shelf everywhere, there has been some
mode or combination of modes of transportation involved. Whether it be hand
carry, truck, cargo vessel, rail, or air, that
product had to be moved from its place of origin to
become accessible to the customer.
It is always a privilege to be able to look behind the
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Since 2008, the cost
of Asia-to-Europe
shipping via ocean
freight has decreased
50 percent. The global
shipping numbers fell
as much as 30 to 50
percent compared to
2008.
—Ronald Kleijwegt,
Director of Logistics,
EMEA,
Hewlett Packard
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scenes to understand how things
work, who the major players are, and
even get a glimpse of the unsung
heroes that keep everything moving forward in shipshape condition.
Recently I had an opportunity to
interview Ronald Kleijwegt, HewlettPackard’s director of logistics for
Europe, the Middle East, and Africa.
Among other questions, I asked him
to highlight some of the major trends
in shipping over the past ten years.
I was very surprised to hear that
due to rising and fluctuating oil
prices and environmental concerns,
these days super freighters are actually steaming across the oceans
at significantly slower speeds than
before. This phenomenon in the
shipping industry is appropriately
called “slow steaming.” What used
to take 25 days to ship goods from
China to Europe has now extended
to 37 days. While slow steaming
conserves fuel, it also extends lead
times.

delivery
Given competitive time to market
pressures, this seems to be a
counter-intuitive move for many
businesses. But, on the plus
side, some of these super
freighters can carry 20,000
twenty-foot containers. If a
company consolidates shipments into larger lots, then
efficiencies can be gained
from single versus multiple
crossings. In fact, according to Kleijwegt, since 2008,
Asia to Europe shipping cost
via ocean freight has gone
down 50 percent. The global
shipping numbers fall somewhere between 30 percent to
50 percent. Clearly, there is a
cost advantage, but lead times are
still a big issue.
HP incorporates these longer
lead times into their planning. At
the same time, the company is not
content to accept the status quo.
When HP needs a faster shipment,

they take advantage of another
trend in the logistics business. As
super freighters have increased
their capacities, dedicated air freight
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carrier numbers are steadily going down.
The airlines that handled many air shipments have shuttered their operations due
to over capacity. As a result, commercial
airlines have begun using excess capacity
in the cargo hold, or belly, of the aircraft for
overseas cargo. So, the next time you take
your laptop to Europe, you might be sitting
directly above 20,000 other laptops on
their way to retail warehouses.
I asked Kleijwegt about HP’s ratio of air
freight to cargo vessel cost. He gave me
an example from a decade ago. When HP
used to ship monitors with cathode ray
tubes (CRTs), it was 10 times more expensive than at present. However, even
with the smaller and lighter devices popular today, airfreight remains six or seven
times more expensive than ocean. That is
a significant cost reduction. However HP’s
air shipments are only scheduled for and
prioritized by expedited lead time requirements and/or for specific commodity
types.
HP also has been employing another
solution that is setting the stage for yet an-
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delivery
other shipping trend. In a 2013 article
published in the New York Times
titled, “Hauling New Treasure
Along the Silk Road” by Keith
Bradsher, there was this
news: “Hewlett-Packard,
the Silicon Valley electronics company, has
pioneered the revival of
a route famous in the
West since the Roman
Empire.” Developed by
HP, this is a 7,000-mile
rail transport system
that moves HP product
from inland China factories to HP facilities in
Europe.
As it turns out, rather than
trucking products from inland
factories to the ports of Shenzhen or Shanghai on the coast of
China, then transferring cargo to oceangoing vessels and sailing around India and
through the Suez Canal, HP’s TransEurAsia
direct rail system saves 30 percent on ship-
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ping time; from 35 to 21 days. While the
sea route is still about 25 percent cheaper
than sending goods by train, the cost of the
added time by sea is considerable.
Since 2011, 80 trains, 3,500 containers,
and over eight million HP products have
successfully made the 7000-mile journey. I
did use the term “trend” and I realize one
company does not make for an industry
trend. As it turns out, other companies will
be sharing the rail services as well. Kazakhstan, one of the stops along the rail
route, announced that rail freight will grow
to 7.5 million 40-foot containers by 2020,
from just 2500 transported from Western
China to Europe last year. HP is already
hosting workshops that will stimulate
non-IT companies to use the rail services,
increasing frequency of trains, and sharing
commensurate costs.
One more major event happened in
2010. The state-run Chinese shipping
company, COSCO leased the port of Piraeus in Greece for 650 million dollars.
China views the port as a gateway to
Europe. HP also sees the port’s economic
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delivery
potentials. The larger super freighters
can steam through the Suez Canal and
go straight across the Mediterranean to
this new HP hub. Now, HP can cut 10
days off the current ocean route. They can
also take advantage of their new overland
distribution routes for goods destined for
Eastern Europe, Russia, North Africa, Israel, Lebanon, Jordan, and other Eastern
and Middle Eastern countries.
Other trends include electronic documents that decrease Customs throughput
times aided by processes like pre-registration for large companies that become
known to Customs as Trusted Shippers
and Receivers. This government issued
certification reduces the number and
nature of inspections so Customs can
concentrate on the smaller, lesser, or
unknown shippers that may be involved in
nefarious activities.
After talking with Kleijwegt, I was
amazed at the level of knowledge and
effort required to keep pace or even
set the pace for logistics improvements
around the world. Companies like HP

demonstrate that it is possible to optimize worldwide freight handling methods
and procedures while reducing security
risk and assuring that products will be
available when needed.p
Contact Douglas Alexander, contributing
editor, EBN, at douglas@componentsengi
neering.com.
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SRM

risk

By Dr. KEVIN MCCORMACK, PROF. PETER TRKMAN
& PROF. MARCOS PAULO VALADARES DE OLIVEIRA, DRK Research

Is an Investment,
Not a Cost

T

here is an interesting
psychological phenomenon
called cognitive dissonance
that occurs when an individual’s perception or understanding of something conflicts with his
or her actions. This disconnect, which can
cause extreme levels of stress, is something we have witnessed time and again
in the past decade in relation to the practice of supplier risk management (SRM).
Both academic research and
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Dr. Kevin McCormack,
Principal Consultant,
DRK Research
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anecdotal evidence suggest a nearly
unanimous agreement that SRM is
important. Yet, despite an increase
in the frequency of supply chain disruptions, we continue to see a lack
of proactive risk management activity throughout almost all industry
sectors. Why?
This is what our team’s most recent
research project sought to discover.
In late 2012 and early 2013, we initiated a series of interviews, mini case
studies, and surveys of a pool of qualified procurement and supply chain
management professionals across
various industries and regions worldwide. The results once again clearly
demonstrated a significant chasm
between the participants’ ranking
of the importance of SRM and their
implementation of the strategy within
their respective organizations. This did
not come as a surprise.
However, further analysis of the
data revealed what we believe to be
a major breakthrough in the under-

risk
standing and implementation of supplier risk management. The primary
characteristic that distinguished
SRM leaders was a belief that the
resources dedicated to risk management were an investment that
increased the value of their products
and services. In contrast, SRM followers viewed risk management as
a cost or a problem.
This finding is significant because
of the differences in the ways in
which we approach investments
versus expenses. Traditional management theory suggests that investments should be maintained or
increased until the return decreases.
So, when you treat SRM as an investment, and a disruption occurs, if you
respond better than a competitor,
then you are satisfied with your “return” on that investment. If there are
no significant disruptions, as long as
you do not experience a decrease in
your returns, you are still satisfied.
This reinforces the need to invest

more and encourages you to look for
additional ways in which SRM can
deliver more value to your company.
On the other hand, if you view
SRM as a cost, traditional management theory suggests you reduce
costs until something pushes back.
So, you may make certain efforts
to prevent the worst, and if nothing
happens you would be satisfied and
continue with the same approach.
But the tendency is to try to reduce
the cost until something happens.
To further demonstrate the difference between these two approaches,
consider the following survey inputs.
One of the leaders said, “Our board
talks about SRM every time they
meet. It is clearly a competitive opportunity in their minds.” In contrast,
a follower noted, “Our leaders don’t
want to hear about it. Our job is to
make it go away. Spend the minimum
and make sure nothing happens.”
So, clearly all a company needs to
do to move from follower to leader
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Peter Trkman,
DRK Research
Collaborator
and Assistant
Professor at
University of
Ljubljana Slovenia
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is to change its mind-set from costcentric to investment-focused. Simple enough, right? Well, not always.
As we explained earlier, it is not
uncommon for individuals to struggle with their ability to reconcile the
differences between their thoughts
and actions. Think about a smoker
who knows the habit is unhealthy
but cannot overcome the addiction,
or an individual who knows it’s important to eat right and exercise but
continually finds excuses to avoid
these actions. It’s not until a major
event occurs–chest pains and a
trip to the ER, for example–that the
person decides it’s time to change.
Sometimes, however, it is too late.
The damage is done and there is no
turning back the clock. And sometimes, once the immediate shock
has worn off and despite his or her
best intentions, the individual gradually returns to old habits.
We see this behavior regularly
because the changes were reactive

risk
and not based on a true shift in the
ters. Rather, talk about business
way in which people are thinking
value (trust, reliability, dependabout the issue. Our hope is that the
ability) that SRM can bring to the
results of our research will help comcompany and the customers.
panies better understand how their
approach determines the ultimate
• Top management support is
success or failure of their risk manneeded but not enough.
agement strategy. In addition, we
The goal is to obtain top manhave identified patterns of behavior
agement support for the right
that are consistent among the SRM
activities, such as building a riskleaders. Following these suggestions
aware, proactive culture within the
can smooth the transition for those
organization and setting the mindcompanies that are truly committed
set of SRM as a value-generating
to successfully managing their risk
investment.
and creating organizational value.

• Go for value not for costs.
T he purpose of SRM should be
to find the efficient level of risk
and prevention that will lead
to higher customer assurance,
higher reliability and flexibility,
and optimum value.

• Change the language.
Don’t emphasize avoiding disas-

• It is not as important what
you think, but what you do.

 uilding awareness on the imporB
tance of SRM is not enough; you
need to build the necessity to do
something about this.

•G
 o for actions not
formalities.
 ffective SRM is systematic and
E
data driven in identification and
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assessment, but that, in and of
itself, gets you nowhere. A culture of asking “What are we doing to change things today?”
is what SRM is all about.

Marcos Paulo
Valadares de Oliveira,
Federal University
of Espírito Santo,
Brazil
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We believe that advancement in the practice of
risk management has
been somewhat slower
than expected because
it is more of a preventa•T
 urbulent or not turbulent:
tive strategy. This makes
this is not a question.
it more difficult for comIt may seem that SRM is more
panies to quantify the
important in turbulent environvalue and therefore jusments, where market and techtify resource allocation.
nology change quickly, but our
Progress is being made,
results show that SRM is equally however, and we are conbeneficial in more stable environ- fident that the insights
ments, as well.
from our research can
help organizations take
•F
 ocus on both day-to-day
their supplier risk manand strategic issues.
agement efforts beyond the tradiDisruption in production for a few tional realm of supplier audits and
days is a problem. Your supplier’s develop programs that are proactive
losing that technology edge can
and productive and create a sustainbe an even larger one in the long able competitive advantage.p
run. You must focus on both.
Dr. Kevin McCormack, Principal ConIt is natural for any best practice to
sultant, DRK Research,
go through a life cycle of adoption.
can be reached at kmccormack@

risk

drkresearch.org; Peter Trkman DRK
Research Collaborator and Assistant
Professor at University of Ljubljana
Slovenia can be reached at
peter.trkman@ef.uni-lj.si; and Marcos
Oliveira DRK Associate Partner and
Assistant Professor at Federal University of Espírito Santo Brazil can be
reached at marcospaulo@fdc.org.br.
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supply

The

Hidden Drivers
of Inventory
By SRINIVAS KUCHIPUDI & EDITH SIMCHI-LEVI, OPS Rules

C

ompanies faced with higher costs in their
supply chains look for ways to reduce
inventory and improve supply chain cost
performance. Forecast accuracy is often
the first target area since forecasts drive
procurement decisions, budgeting, production schedules,
and delivery time lines. It seems even a slight improvement in forecast accuracy would enable better planning
and therefore save cost throughout the supply chain.
Many companies spend a great deal of effort trying to
improve forecast accuracy by investing in more complex
demand planning software, creating faster information
feedback cycles, and purchasing data on market trends.
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Srinivas Kuchipudi
Partner at OPS Rules
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While demand forecast accuracy
drives inventory and supply chain
costs, from our experience, there
are other important drivers that
should also be considered.
Many companies plan inventory
in a local facility by taking into account demand forecasts and variability as well as required service
levels, but regularly with little knowledge of upstream supplier performance or input from plants providing material and components. This
approach is called “single echelon”
inventory optimization. While this
can be effective, it can also lead
to incorrect inventory levels since
lead time and its variability have a
large impact on inventory. Companies that want to position inventory
based on an end-to-end view of
the supply chain rather than just a
local perspective of a single facility should consider an end-to-end
inventory optimization or multi-echelon inventory optimization process.

supply

Trade-Offs: Responsiveness vs. Efficiency
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One example is recent work that
OPS Rules did with PepsiCo Worldwide Flavors (PWF). The company
was undergoing a reorganization that
led to a reassessment of inventory
in the manufacturing plants. PWF’s
450 finished goods and 1,781 components and raw materials were
managed through a multitier network
consisting of three plants and four
distribution centers in the United

States serving both the U.S. and
Canadian markets. Management
realized that this complex multilevel
supply chain network could not be
fully optimized using single-echelon
optimization methods.
The initial part of the process
was to create a validated model of
PWF’s network. The next, and most
creative, step was planning the various scenarios that would uncover
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Edith Simchi-Levi
Vice President
of Operations
at OPS Rules
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the drivers of inventory in the PWF
supply chain.
Our first discovery was that most
of the excess inventory was in raw
materials at the plants. This led to
devising several scenarios to see
what was driving the raw material
inventory. These included:
•Improving demand forecast
•Eliminating some packaging
options to reduce complexity
•Changing the frequency and size
of production batches
•Analyzing the impact of lead times
We examined what would happen
if we changed supplier lead times for
the raw material by either reducing or
increasing it. It turned out that this
had a relatively minor impact on the
amount of inventory held in the plant.
Then we looked at another factor
that is often neglected by inventory
planners: lead-time variability. We
found that reducing lead-time variability even slightly had a significant impact on supply chain costs.

supply

Inventory and Supply Chain Performance Drivers
•S
 ervice level: What is the commitment internally and
to the customer? How much more inventory does a
higher service level require? What service level do you
really need in order to succeed? What are the desired
transportation modes? Are you expediting shipments?
• L ead times and their variability: Inventory is maintained to cover for the time to replenish, as well as
the fluctuations in delivery. Therefore, transportation
modes, internal loading, and so on have a big impact.
This can be from internal transfers as well as outside
suppliers.
•D
 emand and its variability: Forecast and variability
impact inventory. The higher the variability, the more
inventory is needed.
•R
 eorder frequency and quantity: These decisions influence what inventory levels are required to cover for
the cycle time.
• Inventory positioning across the supply chain: Where
you maintain inventory across the supply chain can
make a big difference.
•R
 isk in the system: You need to keep a certain level
of inventory to cover for unexpected events that pose
a high financial risk. In most companies, this is called
strategic inventory.
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This indicates
that one of the
best ways for PWF
to reduce inventory at the
plants is to work with suppliers
to improve their performance by focusing
on improving “on-time delivery.” This was
an unexpected insight, as management
anticipated that other factors would be
more important.
This is not always the case. We recently
completed work with a high-tech industrial company where we looked at more
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supply
than 2,500 finished goods,
10,000 component parts,
two plants, two distribution centers, 4,000 unique
customers, and 100 unique
suppliers. In this case, the
primary inventory driver was
demand variability, followed
by demand forecast and scheduling at the plants. As is typical in these
projects, the process of optimizing the
validated baseline model alone can lead
to as much as a 30 percent reduction in
inventory and, often, increased service
levels.
The advantage of using an end-to-end
optimization model is that you can quantify the cost of different strategies and
make decisions based on trade-offs. This
analysis is particularly important for service level requirements as these have
a large impact on inventory. The graph
below, from the book Operations Rules:
Delivering Customer Value through Flexible Operations, by David Simchi-Levi,
shows the typical trade-off curve between

responsiveness and efficiency.
The curve is called the “efficient frontier.” It represents a range of possible
strategies, each with a corresponding cost
and response time. The current strategy
moves on the high curve, so it increases in
responsiveness and increases cost along
the curve. Through the use of end-to-end
optimization, however, the whole curve can
move down to provide overall better performance for a company.
Srinivas Kuchipudi, Partner at OPS Rules,
can be reached at skuchipudi@opsrules.
com. Edith Simchi-Levi, Vice President of
Operations at OPS Rules, can be reached at
esimchilevi@opsrules.com.
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compliance

Real-World

Create
Compliance Awareness
By PETER BUXBAUM, EBN

E

lectronics companies are subject to an
array of regulatory compliance requirements, from run-of-the-mill export regulations enforced by the Commerce Department to more complex and specific
regimes such as the Security and Exchange Commission’s (SEC’s) conflict minerals rule, the State
Department’s arms trafficking restrictions (for example, the International Traffic in Arms Regulations
i.e. ITAR), the Defense Department’s counterfeiting
controls, and the economic sanctions posed against
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“In my experience
not enough training
goes on for corporate
supply chain
personnel.”
— Pamela Gordon,
President,
Technology
Forecasters Inc.
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Iran, which are overseen by the Treasury Department
These regulations are written by
lawyers for lawyers, so few people
in any organization will need to read
and interpret them. However, thousands of people within a large organization may be required to be aware
of and sensitized to these regulatory
requirements. Unfortunately, the
people in the trenches often don’t
have the training they need to ensure solid regulatory compliance.
“In my experience not enough
training goes on for corporate supply chain personnel,” said Pamela
Gordon, president of compliance
training company Technology Forecasters Inc. “I hear very often that
companies have internal Web sites
that offer direction or links to the
text of regulations or that people are
briefed by their predecessors.”
Getting employees up to speed
on compliance requires setting up
processes and policies that the rank

compliance
and file can use to ensure that their
activities conform to the rules. Making sure that employees understand
the appropriate processes and how
to use them requires focused and
consistent training. Companies have
a variety of options for providing
compliance training to their employees, from conferences and webinars
to interactive online courses and
printed materials. However organizations choose to deliver the message, the most important aspect
is ensuring that people understand
why and how they need to comply.
“Good training needs to start with
the context about why these regulations are popping up,” said Gordon.
“There is a pattern to these regulations and they will only increase in
number and scope, so it behooves
companies to train everyone who
touches their products, including
salespeople.”
For many, the best option will be
to conduct in-house events in order

10

Hallmarks of Great
Compliance Training
1. It’s memorable.
2. It’s fun.
3. It clearly communicates
consequences for
noncompliance.
4. It illustrates points using stories.
5. It is personal.
6. It focuses on gray areas.
7. It makes the learner’s
role clear.
8. It includes a clear call
to action.
9. It’s simple.
10. It links to policies rather than
replicates them.
Source: Cammy Bean, Vice President of Learning Design, Kineo
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Training needs
to be put in the
context of daily work
so that people
can be confident
in how to do
the job properly without memorizing every
rule in the books.
— Alison Harris,
Director, International
Trade Compliance,
Avnet Logistics
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to customize the training to a particular industry, company, or department. Training should be done regularly and in easily digestible pieces
so that it stays top of mind for employees.
Personnel should be encouraged
and educated to be proactive about
compliance, and compliance must
be built into all of the processes
that take products from the design
phase through to sales. Compliance
needs to be regularly addressed as
part of corporate updates, organization meetings, and even job descriptions. In short, it has be be inserted
into the corporate DNA.
Failing to properly train employees
means a company could fall out of
compliance and dire consequences
could follow. “There has been a big
crackdown on people who are nibbling around the edges of the Iran
sanctions,” said Ronald Henry, an
attorney and partner in the Kaye
Scholer law firm. “Companies face

compliance
heavy fines and responsible individuals can face jail time for violating the regulations. The State and
Commerce departments also have a
form of blacklisting at their disposal,
which prohibits companies from exporting anything under their jurisdictions. For export-dependent companies, that can be a death sentence.”
“There is no specific requirement
in the conflict minerals rule that
companies [must] implement training,” said Michael Littenberg, a partner in the law firm of Schulte Roth
& Zabel. “But good-faith compliance
with the rule would suggest that
training is required. If the relevant
people in the company don’t have
an understanding of the rule, it is
going to be hard to comply with it.”

example, Jeremy Jacobs, regional
director Americas, Global Trade
Compliance Assurance, and Alison
Harris, director, International Trade
Compliance, are in charge of export
compliance for Avnet Logistics.
According to Harris, to be most
effective, training needs to be put
in the context of daily work so that
people can be confident in how to
do the job properly without memorizing every rule in the books. “We
digest the regulations and then put
policies and processes in place,”
she said. “So we train employees
about the policies and processes.
They don’t have to worry about the
regulations.”
Further, training must be transmitted through every level and function
in the organization. Avnet endeavors
Training Your Team
to train almost all of its employees
on basic compliance requirements,
for Compliance
For large organizations, building
regardless of their function or level.
and maintaining compliance aware“We have tweaked that a little to
ness is more than a full-time job. For exempt general hourly warehouse
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workers from training because they typically don’t have access to a computer at
work and don’t get e-mail from the company,” said Jacobs. “But at some point we
will try to get them in a room and get them
trained, as well. The intent is for every
employee to have an awareness of export
compliance.”
Face-to-face training is often the most
well received, but supporting methods
can enhance results. For example, Jacobs
and Harris function as in-house trainers
for Avnet and perform a good deal of inperson training for Avnet employees at
locations around the world. “We are also
rolling out computer-based training globally, which will be required for all employees,” said Jacobs.
The computer-based training was developed by Avnet’s compliance team in collaboration with a software company. The
program is currently being implemented in
North America and is being translated into
16 languages. It will be rolled out to South
America in early 2014 and later in the year
to the Middle East and Asia.
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The best education programs make sure to address
the demands of each role in
the organization. The newest
version of Avnet’s program
updates an earlier version
by supplementing general
information with additional
job-specific training. There
are separate modules for
purchasing, sales, finance,
engineering, and logistics.
For example, salespeople
are taught how to ensure
that a sale is safe and that
the company is not doing
business with a prohibited
party. “We train them on red
flags,” said Harris, “to help
them identify buyers who are
potentially suspicious.” Logistics folks
are trained primarily on export documentation. “They learn what information and
documentation are required for different
shipments and whether export licenses
are required,” said Jacobs.

In the electronics industry, the most complex and important compliance standards
may require extra training. The conflict
minerals rules created by the SEC as part
of the Dodd-Frank Act--which requires publicly traded companies to annually disclose
information on the source of tantalum,
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tin, gold, and tungsten in their products--is
particularly complicated and requires specialized training, according to Littenberg.
“Training requires a deep dive on the impact of the rule on your specific business,”
he said. “The rule requires companies to
gather information from their vendors, and
this requires specialized training in how to
reach out to vendors and how to validate
the information they provide. It’s also a
good idea to provide training to the vendors
so that they understand what kind of information you are looking for.”
Custom training can be useful to address
the demands of vertical markets, as well,
according to Henry. “Different products are
subject to different kinds of controls,” he
explained. “People in the aviation industry
need to be trained differently than people in
the software industry. Different companies
handle processes like order intake differently. Each company has to decide where
to inject the export compliance component
and to train their employees accordingly.”
Export regulations often overlap in jurisdiction, so it is important to train employ-
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ees on all relevant regulations. Aircraft
parts originally manufactured for the military but which later migrated to civilian
aviation are often governed by both Commerce and State department rules. “[Organizations] need to realize that they need to
account for what is in their products and
where parts and materials came from and
to have a strategy that would drive compliance with future regulations far more efficiently and accurately,” said Gordon.
Well-trained workers learn to take a holistic view of the breadth of regulations that
the organization is subject to and apply
them within their jobs. “Employees must
be trained to analyze shipments under all
the rules,” said Henry. “A sale may be OK
under Commerce Department rules, but
you want to make sure that there are no
State or Treasury rules dealing with that
same shipment. You want to make sure
that training cuts across all three regimes.
You don’t want your compliance people to
suffer from tunnel vision.”
Finally, organizations should keep their
attention on how training will need to

evolve over time. “The [organization’s]
strategy should proactively create systems
that are robust enough to handle upcoming regulations,” said Gordon. “Companies
need decision-making processes with
respect to what goes in their products,
how they are designed, and how vendors
are approved, as well as exit strategies for
suppliers and products that are not compliant or that may soon not be compliant.”
Training for compliance is important
today, but it’s only going to get more important in the future. The U.S. government
is in the process of rolling out President
Obama’s Export Reform Initiative, which is
designed to simplify exporting by eliminating weapons sales restrictions on many
products. “It remains to be seen whether
this will make things simpler or more complicated,” said Jacobs.
Either way, regulatory changes are coming and that means more training.
Contact Peter Buxbaum, contributing writer
at EBN, at peterbuxbaum@peterbuxbaum.
com.

